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Specific detection of telomere DNA sequences in diagnostic technologies has
been of considerable interest in recent years. Typically, the sequence of interest
is amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and detected either simulta-
neously by fluorogenic oligonucleotide probes or by subsequent capture to a
planar array or microparticle. We have designed a two-colour G-quadruplex
Sensor using sandwich hybridisation approach1,2 and studied by Single Mole-
cule Fluorescence. The method we used can remove the need for amplification
before analysis, which would lead to more rapid, accurate methods3. In this
study, the sensor combined three ssDNAs and fluorescent nanoparticle to
assemble multicolour fluorescent duplex by sandwich hybridisation. We have
investigated the structure and unfolding kinetics of the telomeric intramolecu-
lar G quadruplex by using fluorescence resonance energy transfer. The result
demonstrates that the proposed sandwich G-quadruplex sensor could be used
as an easy-use, high sensitive and cheaper approach for bio-assays.
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Long range regulation of transcription by regulatory proteins that bind to DNA
elements involvesDNA-looping interactions. The high specificity of these inter-
actions is not well understood but may result from the ‘‘loop domain model’’.
According to this model, insulators form DNA loops and partition DNA into
separate topological domains. Interactions between DNA elements within do-
mains are enhanced while those between domains are attenuated. To quantify
the specificity of DNA-loop interactions, DNA constructs were designed to
form separate or overlapping loops mediated by lac and lambda repressors.
DNA constructs with identical loop segments were used in both in vivo studies
in E. coli and in vitro single molecule tethered particle motion (TPM) experi-
ments. In the presence of lac and/or lambda repressors, the probabilities of
loop formation ‘within’ or ‘between’ topological domains established by
another loop were quantified. Fitting the probabilities to a statistical model pro-
duced an estimate of the assistance or interference that formation of one loop
provided to a second loop forming within or across the boundaries of the first
loop. Between domains loop interference was calculated to be 10 fold in vivo
2.5 fold in vitro. In contrast within domains, assistance was calculated to be 3
fold in vivo and 12.6 fold in vitro. Supercoiling within bacteria might be the
reason for the difference between in vivo and in vitro estimates. Modelling these
data shows that a combination of interference between domains and assistance
within domains can generate highly specific long range interactions.
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The speed of formation and breaking apart of non-covalent complexes is a key
determinant of function in molecular biology and pharmacology. Dissociation
rates of complexes are conventionally assumed to depend only on the interac-
tions between the molecules forming the complex. Experiments studying non-covalent interactions sometimes show concentration dependent dissociation
rates, which are commonly attributed to the formation of a ternary complex
of the binding partners and the competitor. Here we challenge this view through
experiments that test the role of competitor molecules in solution in the disso-
ciation process. We use single-molecule fluorescence co-localization experi-
ments to confirm a key prediction of our model in which competitor
accelerates dissociation of a non-covalently bound molecular complex by
occluding the rapid rebinding of binding partners. The results show that an
acceleration of ligand dissociation rate with increasing competitor concentra-
tion is a natural feature of a molecular competition that can occur in biologi-
cally relevant ranges of competitor concentration. In particular, contrary to
common assumption the observation of such acceleration does not necessarily
indicate formation of a ternary complex of binding partners and competitor.
The results also demonstrate that single-molecule co-localization experiments
can accurately measure dissociation rates despite their limited spatiotemporal
resolution.
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The spliceosome is a multimegadalton ribonucleoprotein (RNP) consisting of
five small nuclear RNPs (snRNPS) that assemble on precursor mRNA (pre-
mRNA) in an ordered, dynamic pathway to remove introns. Commitment
complex (CC) is the earliest stage of spliceosome assembly and is composed
of pre-mRNA, the U1 snRNP, the branchpoint bridging protein (BBP)/mud2
heterodimer, and the cap binding complex (CBC). During CC formation U1
recognizes a short conserved sequence that identifies the 5’ end of the intron
known the 5’ splice site (50SS) through snRNA-RNA and RNA-protein inter-
actions. The U1/50SS interaction is thought to be additionally stabilized by
interactions with the CBC and BBP/mud2; however, the quantitative contribu-
tion of each participant is not well understood. Here we use Colocalization
Single Molecule Spectroscopy (CoSMoS) to monitor the interaction between
fluorescently labeled U1 and pre-mRNA. By selectively disrupting individual
CC interactions and monitoring the stability of the U1/50SS complex we have
been able to quantify the contributions from individual CC components. Our
results provide the first description of how cross-intron interactions formed
between the U1 snRNP and other CC components impact the kinetics of
the U1/50SS interaction. Furthermore, our single molecule results provide ki-
netic evidence for the synergy between the CBC, BBP/Mud2, and the U1
snRNP: long-lived U1/50SS association requires the presence of either CBC
or BBP/Mud2 even though each individually only makes minor contributions.
This is in agreement with a ‘‘buffering’’ model obtained using yeast genetics
by Schwer et al. for CC interactions. Finally, we have used this system to
dissect the roles of snRNP proteins and the snRNA in U1/50SS association.
Our data is consistent with a multi-step pathway for U1 recruitment to the
pre-mRNA that may rely on CC components to efficiently trigger stable U1
binding.
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Single-particle tracking is commonly used to quantify molecular dynamics in
live cells from high-resolution fluorescence imaging data. Examples include
long-range transport of mRNAs in neurons and oscillatory dynamics of sister
kinetochores during cell division. Inferring the mechanism of transport from
single-particle trajectories that can include hundreds to thousands of trajec-
tories requires unbiased model-based inference to classify single-particle
motion. Previously, we introduced a Bayesian inference procedure for this pur-
pose that is based on a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) that accounts for both
diffusive and directed transport models of motion. While HMMs generally
model stochastic switching between discrete models based on a sequence of ob-
servations, formulating the HMM in the context of Bayesian inference is essen-
tial in biological data analysis in order to render this annotation objective and
automated. Here, we apply this procedure to neuronal mRNAs labeled using the
MS2 viral capsid reporter system and sister kinetochores labeled in HeLa cells
expressing GFP-tagged CENP-A and GFP-tagged CSAP to label spindle poles.
